ZUCCHETTI AXESS implemented their Time &
Attendance system with multifunctional LEGIC®
R&W terminals at AIRBUS Spain
Airbus, leading Aircraft Manufacturer active in 80 countries, has recently upgraded
their Time & Attendance system at the Spanish manufacturing plants in Madrid and
Sevilla. Zucchetti Axess together with the Spanish Partner Softmachine have
implemented a complete, multifunctional attendance system integrating LEGIC security
technology.
Zucchetti Axess became OEM LEGIC Partner in 2003, designing and manufacturing multifunctional
readers and programmable terminals in Italy.
Airbus has been partnering with LEGIC for several years, since
the company decided to adopt this high security technology
within their organization.
When Airbus came across Zucchetti Axess during a LEGIC
Meeting, a challenging Partnership came into being and the
global aircraft company started purchasing LEGIC badge
readers by Zucchetti Axess.
In 2010 Airbus short-listed some qualified suppliers in order
to carry out an upgrade project in 4 military aircraft manufacturing plants in Madrid and Sevilla. The
purpose was to replace the existing HW devices with new LEGIC equipments to harmonize with the
security standards of the Airbus Group. The requirements of the system were quite ambitious: multiapplication capability, integration with the existing system, flexibility and functional modularity.
Softmachine, Zucchetti Axess local Partner, successfully
carried out the project by delivering 120 EtherTRAX+G
terminals with LEGIC® reader, interfaced with the existing
SAP HR module, through Zucchetti Axess certified XAtl@s
SAP connector module. The EtherTRAX+G terminals were
especially configured to read the proprietary Airbus segment from
high security LEGIC badges. Moreover, Zucchetti Axess X-Atl@s
software was used to fully monitor the status of the terminals online and to transfer data to the main server in real-time.

The customer’s requirements were highly complex and demanding, nevertheless the project was
carried out in a quite short time frame. More than 10.000 Airbus employees will therefore enjoy the
advantages of a complete, cutting-edge Time & Attendance system, thanks to the excellent
customization applied by the supplier and the professional service of the local Partner. As a result of
this first important LEGIC reference in Spain, Softmachine decided to join the LEGIC Partner
Network to win new business opportunities.

